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ABSTRACT 
This thesis implements a computer software system designed to automate 
activities commonly found in a computer network design process. The 
system wa·s :developed using PC/NIAL Beta test versi-on 3.05 on an IBM 
PC/XT w.i th 640K bytes of memory. Ac·ti vi ti es included breakeven 
analysis on point to point and mult·ipoint leased line~circuits, 
individual multipoint circuit design, and centralized topological 
multipoint network design. 
A study was undertaken to compare several heuristic algotithms 
' 
ava.ilable for centralized multipoint network design. The test 
environment consisted of an IBM PC/AT with 640K bytes of memory and and 
80287 mathematical co-processor. The independent variables included 
a 1 gor i thm-s , three • • networks, and four design seven var1ous s1ze 
contraints. The networks varied • • from 10, to 25, to 40 were 1n s 1 z.e 
randomly selected locations. Th·e design constra·ints imposed ·on each 
design allowed for 4 locations per circuit, 6 locations per circuit, 4 
. 
loca.tions plus ,a specific traffic vo~ume per circuit, and· 6 locations 
plus a specific ·traffic vo.lume. Traffic volumes for locations were 
randomly assigned prior to testing. The response variables · included 
total .network distance, dis tarrce-·-:··Jye·r······r,oca ti ~n, processing ti me, tr.a ff i c 
per .circuit, and distance per circuft. 
The tsa~~Williams SAHC algorithm, the Sharma & El~Bardai RCMST 
algorithm, and the author's modified version of the RCMST algorithm. 
J 
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were found to produce the shorter distance network designs. The Sharma 
& El-Bardai Multiple Sectoring algorithm also produced low distance 
designs but at the expense of processing ttme. The Esau-Willi~ms SAHC 
algorithm produced the lowest distance designs for all three network 
sizes. 
' 
' 
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1.1 Wide Area Networks 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
• 
Timely and accurate access to the information stored in a computer is 
becoming critical in today's competitive industrial world. Because of 
technological advances, companies no longer are required to locate data 
terminal equipment (DTE> in close proximity to the data computer 
equipment (DCE). They J may have sa 1 es offices, .warehouses, 
manufacturing facilities, and distributions centers geographically 
distributed over a wide area, as shown in Figure l. l. Many times the 
data computer equipment is found in a strategic location such as the 
corporate center or regional offices, and the data terminal equipment 
is located in these offices or other remote locations which have a need 
to access data. 
According to Kozicki and McGregor(l), "A telecommunications network may 
be viewed as a set of communications nodes interconnected by 
transmission facilities, and the procedures used to effect information 
transfer from origin to destination as required." The purpose of a 
... 
computer network is to provide this connectivity between the DTE and 
DCE. making all the data, programs, and resources available to 
authorized users on· the network. 
... 
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1 Figure 1. 1 
Geographical Distribution of Locations 
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The need for networking exists whether th·e DTE and the DCE are located 
in close. proximity to each other, such as a building or campus~ 
environment, .. or when they are . geograph f call y dispersed across many 
miles. One differe:nce bet'·.-Jeen the two is the cost of the transmission. 
medium used for the connectivity. When the distance is short, such as 
a campus environment, the transmission medium is not a. large cost 
factor since it is typically owned and controlled by the company. 
However, when the distance is many miles, such as • shown 1n Figure l . l ' 
, 
the transmission medium· is · prov i de·d by common • such AT&T carr1ers as 
' ' . 
Communications, MCI· Telecomm, GTE Sprintr American Satellite, or ot·her 
emerging 
l 
. 
compan1es. These . compan.i es not only charge a one time 
-4-
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installation fee, but also charge a monthly cost based on the 
connection distance. Here the transmission medium becomes a cost 
consideration in the the overall network that is a major determinant of 
• 
the network configuration. 
1 .2 Thesis Objectives 
This thesis has two objectives. The first ts to design and implement a 
personal computer based interactive system to automate activities 
commonly found in multipoint network design and to show that network 
design can effectively -be· d9ne· on a personal computer. A subset of 
this process and hence the s.econd objective is to select and desert be a 
1 i mi t e d . number of he u r i ~ t i c a l go r i th ms and compare them i n terms of the 
rel,ative cost of the network configurations they .produce, and t·o 
understand how the geographical distrib.ution of the network affects the 
results produced by each algorithm. 
-5-
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2.1 Design Factors 
CHAPTER 2 
NETWORK CONSIDERATIONS 
,; 
A ntimber of factors and facilities must be identified and analyzed tn 
designing a h~twork to meet specific .objectives. Factors ·0 such as 
distanc~, cost, and performance, along with facilities such as direct 
distance di a 1 i ng, 1 e.ased lines, concentrators, and multiplexers shou 1 d 
be investigated· in the design process. Each one introduces a certain 
level of complexity in achieving the final design . 
2.1. l Distance 
Distan-ce is the underlying concept in the network design process. As 
stated by"EsatJ and Hilliams(2), "If a single-line tariff applies, and 
if cost is proportional to distance, distance will suffice as \he basic 
variable in the construction of a most-economica·l configuration. 11 
However, in order to construct a network based on distance. a means of 
' 
calculating the distance between two ·1ocations is necessary. 
The basic method of deriving distances. b~tween locations is to use a 
rectangular grid system superimposed over a conformal conic projection 
. \ 
map. Figure 2.1 depicts a map of the United States published by AT&T 
with a r:ectangu l ar grid system in Vertical and Horizontal @'Oord i na tes 
(V & H). Each location on the map will have a specific four-digit V&H. 
coordinate from which distance can be calculated. 
-6- / 
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Figure 2.1 
V & H Grid System 
10,000 1.000 1,000 ,,ooo 1,000 IPOO •Poo 1,000 1,000 1,000 0 
1,000 .- -------- ----r---,---~.---,.--- -----
4,000 r------+-----+---+---+---+---'---J.--
1,000 r-----+--~-----------
I 
.. l 
'·· ·, 
··--·l\ I0,000 .__ _ _....._ ________ ...___---L-__ -'------'---~___;_-'--.i.--~--...__-~ 
SOURCE: Do.11 ( 6) 
JI 
Using the coordinates, the distance between two points Pl and P2 with 
coordinates <Vl ,Hl) ·and <V2,H2) can be calculated. using Pythagoras'. 
theorem. An example of a distance calculation between two locations is 
presented in Figure 2.2. The factor 10 is used because of the staling 
of the V&H cdord i n·a te s to the grid system< 2) . Once the distances are 
generated between a 11 the locations on the network, a ·minimum di stance 
networ·k may be designed, with or without regard to certain constraints. 
In some cases, the· minimum distance network may also .be minimum cost 
network. 
-7-. 
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Calculation of Distance 
Allentown, Pa~-> Vertical=5166 Horizonta1=1585: 
Den~er, Co --> Vertical=750l Horizontal=5899 
Distance 
2. 1 . 2 Cost: 
(Vl-V2) 2 + .(Hl-H2) 2 
10 
(5166-7501) 2 + (1585~5899) 2 
10 
=\J24,062,821 
10 
-
-
.. 
1551 miles 
Cost is of .primary· concern when designing wide area networks. 
There-fore, consideration of sp_eciftc tariffs of various commo·n carriers 
must be incorporated during 
intention of this section 
various tariffs which are in 
the design 
to provide 
• 
eff e·ct today. 
process. 
a detailed 
A general 
It • not the 1 S 
explanation of the 
. 
of the overv.1 ew 
current AT&T leased li·ne tariffs will be presented i·n order to show the. 
differences between the distance and. cost approach of network design. 
ft w i l l a l s·o g i v e the read e r an a ppr e c i at i on for th .e comp l e x i t y of the 
~ide area networ.k design problem. 
On 18 January 1985, AT&T Communications filed a new set of private line 
tariffs with the federal Communications Commission <FCC>. FCC tariff 
9, ·tariff 10, and tariff 11 were the result of Judge H. Green's 
i 
i' I 
-8-' 
-~ decision on·· January 8, 1982, forci·ng the divestiture of AT&T. After 
' . 
several iterations between the FCC and AT&T, the tariffs went into 
• 
effect on 27 April 1985. Wfth these new tariffs came a new challenge 
to understand who provides what service, where, and under what 
' 
regulatory body. 
In the simplest form, there are four enti ti.es involved in 
telecommunications. The Federal. Communications Commission (FCC) 
.. 
regulates the rates for interstate communications which provide 
I 
communication transmission between states. The Public Utility 
Comm i s s i on < PUC> reg u l ates. a l 1 i n tr as tat e c ommu n i cat i on s , wh i ch prov i de 
communication transmission solely within a state. Common carriers su.ch 
-as AT&T are responsible for providing facilities to carry transmissions 
between or within states. Local exchange carriers <LEC), such as Bell 
Telephone, are responsible for providing tr.ansmission facili_ties within 
Local .Access Transport Areas CLATA). A LATA is a new concept 
introduced as a result of the AT&T divestiture. Figure 2~3 shows the 
currently defined LATAs, which are specially designated geographical 
areas, usually smaller or the same- size as a state.· It is within a 
LATA that the local -exchange carrier must provide trans.mission 
f ac i l it i es) .. 
~- . 
Table 2.1 summarizes the current jurisdiction situation. It centers on 
AT&T· as the common carrier, and assumes the reader ignores that fact 
that AT&T can offer intraLATA service by obtaining local access in 
accordanc~ with LEC tariffs. 
-9-
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SOURCE: AT&T 
Table 2.1 
Jurisdiction Situation 
. -- -·· •·"I' •• 
Interstate 
AT&T / F·cc 
LEC / FCC 
SOURCE: Kozicki(3) 
- l ·O--
Intrastate 
----------
AT&T l PUC 
LEC / PUC 
.) 
·, 
·1 
" 
The largest port·1on of a leased line WAN communication test, and the· 
easiest to understand, is defined in FCC tariff #9 which descrfbes the 
rates for leased line interoffi"ce channels <IOC> which connect AT&T 
central offices. FCC tariff 10 lists the locations of the AT&T central 
offices, of which there are one or more per LATA, and describes the 
services at each. Along with the cost of an interoffice channel <I·OC) 
explained in Table 2.2, a vari·ety,.of fixed charges are ass·ociated with 
the central office. Given the fixed cost and the distance-dependent , 
roe cost, a mini mum d:i stance network between AT&T central offices wi 11 
also be the minimum cost. 
Tabl.e 2.2 
IOC Distance and Cost 
Mileage Fixed Cost Cost per Mile 
l to 50 $· 55.25 $ 2.20 
51 to 100 $ 115.25 $ l . 00 
101 to 500 $ 155.25 $ .60 
501 to -- $ 305.25 $ .30 
SOURCE: AT&T 
As stated earlier, to connect a customer premise withi-n a LATA to an 
AT&T central office, or to another customer premise withtn the same 
LATA, requires th~ facilities provided by the local exchange carriers 
.. 
under the jurisdiction of the PUC. LATAs are divided into smaller 
I 
.L, ) 
-11-
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geographical areas called rate centers. If the customer premise is 
located in the same rate cehter as the AT&T central office, the cost of 
that local channel (LC> is a fixed charge. If the customer premise • 1 S 
located in a different rate center than the AT&T central office, the 
( 
local channel will incur a·fixed charge in addition to a distance 
sensitive cha.rge. Bo·th the fixed and variable local channel cost are 
LATA dependent. With approximately 187 distinct LATAs, each with 
different rates, generat·ing exact network costs is a complex task. 
2.1 .3 Performance 
It is unrealistic to design a wide area network with regard to cost 
alone. Typically, the objective of the network is to obtain an 
acceptable performance level which will provide timely and accurate 
access to information. The performance of the network can be stated in 
terms of the average response time the network is expected to achieve, 
. . 
the variability of response time which the network will tolerate, and 
the various circuit utilizations of the network. The goal is to design 
the network to meet a defined performance level dictated by the 
application, for the least possible cost. 
Often times, the purpose of the network to be designed will dictate the 
performance criteria. For instance, if the network will consist of . 
mainly batch oriented activity such as transmitting reports, files, and 
docum~nts, then response time. is not of much conc.ern, but the time 
. 
required to transmit data, or the total throughput of the circuit is 
-12-
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important. However, if the ~ork will primarly be Interactive in 
nature, sulh as program development and order entfy, then the network 
should provide a reasonable response time. If the appltca~ion permits 
a dial-up connection, then the length of time of the call, and the 
probability of non-access will be most important. Whatever the 
application, the performance criteria must be identified prior to the 
design process. .. ' 
Martin{4) defines response time as the time between the operator 
pressing the rtturn key on the terminal and the appearance of the first 
character of the respon·se .~n the screen. In app·lications which are 
fu1·1 screen oriented, modifying th~ above definitibn to the appearapce 
of the 
\· . • ·I 
last character of response on the screen would be more the 
app·ropr i at-e. The statistical measure of the variability of the 
response time is the standard deviation of the reponse time. Here the 
consideration may the 95th percentile of the response time, or the 
response time within which 95 percent of the transactions are expected 
to be completed. 
Line utilization can be defined as the load on the line divided by the 
~: I 
maximum load the line can handle(4). It is the perc~ntage of time the 
line is being used for transmittin~ information. Figure 2.4 represents 
the typical circuit throughput versus response time relationship where, 
as the rate of line utilization increases, so does the respo~se time 
(exponentially). 
-13-
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. Figure 2.4 
Circuit Utilization vs Response Time 
\ 
CIRCUIT UTILIZATION 
SOURCE: Chou(5) 
.. 
Knowledge of the traffic volumes in terms of characters or messages per 
unit of time is essential. These traffic volumes, along with a 
knowledge of each transaction type, enable. the ana l,yst to model the 
network . via hand calcwlations, computer supported analysis, or 
simulation.(4) Modeling aids in identifying how many locations may 
share a multipoint circuit while s·till meeting the performance 
objective. With this insight, the network may be designed to allow 
several locations to share a communications facility and lower the 
cost. 
2.2 Communication Facilities 
. ; 
THe communication facility is the actual transmission medium which will 
-14~ 
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be used to -connect the data terminal equipment to the data computer 
equip~ent. It is this communication ·1ink which is a large cost ·factor 
in the wide area network. In addition to the cost, communication ·1inks 
and the attached signal conversion equipment have been identified as 
the most critical components in a typical network(S). Signal 
converters are devices needed at both ends of a communi-cations facility 
to convert (eg. digital to analog) or enhance Ceg. amplify or repeat) 
the signal from the D.TE and DCE. Cost of these devices should always 
be considered along with the transmission facility. 
Careful selection of the transmission facility is an esse·ntial element 
of the n~twork design process. Many times the performance objective of 
the network wi 11 require a specific type of transmission facility, such 
as switched lines, WATS lines., dedicated lines, and to some extent, 
concentrators/multiplexers. Although concentrators/multiplexers are 
usually considered to be computer equipment rather tha·n communications 
facilities, they are included here because in many instances they will 
have a ditect effect on the cost of the network. The particular 
.. 
"' 
application and performance objective of the network must determine· the 
selection of the transmission facility. 
2.2.l Switched Lines 
A switched line or direct distance dia.l CDDD) line is a ·point to point 
connection available on an as needed: basis. Point to point is a 
' 
connection to transfer data between two <and only two> entities. When 
-15-
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th~ need arises the communfcat1ons link 1s established, and when the 
need no. longer exists the link may be disconnected by either of ·the two 
en t it i es • The cos t of a· s w i t ch e d commu n i cat 1 on l i n e w 111 be based on 
the· d.i stance of the link, as we 11 as the amount of ti me < 1 n minutes> 
.. 
that the link is established. Table 2.3 represents current AT&T direct 
distance dial rates as of October 1984 . 
.. , 
Tab le 2. 3 
Direct D~stance Dial Rates ( Day Rate·s) 
Mileage 
l to 10 
11 to 22 
23 to 55 
56 to- 124 
125 to 292 
293 to 430 
431 to 925 
926 to 1910 
1911 to 3000 
First Minute 
$ .30 
$ .38 
$ .45 
$ .54 
$ .54 
$ .55 
$ .58 
$ .60 
$ .69 
Evening r~tes are 60% of day rates 
Night rates are 40% of day rates 
SOURCE AT&T 
Additional Minutes 
$ .. 15 
$ . 21 
$ .26 
$ .35 
$ .37 
$ .39 
$ .40 
$ . 41 
$ .46 
In addition to the cost, the protocol to be used and the speed of the 
link must also be considered when investigating switched· 1·1nes. A 
protocol is a set of rules governing the transmi·ssion of data. If an 
a·synchronous protocol is used, .~he modems needed will be relatively 
-16-
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i n e x pens i v e , a l though the modem cos t w 111 be· depend~ n t on speed . The 
maximum allowable speed on the link will be limited to 2400 bits per 
second. In a synchronous protocol, the cost of the modem will also 
depend on the speed, but the maximum allowable speed will be 9600 bps~ 
A modem modulates or· converts the digital signal from the computer 
equipment to an analog signal for the transmission circuit, and. 
demodulates the analog signal to digital. 
2.2.2 Dedicated Lines 
A dedicated or leased 1·ine is a permanent connection between two or 
. . 
more locations on the network. Leased lines are available from common 
carriers for a monthly charge in addition to a one time installation 
fee. However, since a dedicated circuit is a permanent link, it is 
available any time for unlimited usage betw~en the locations. Unlike 
the switched line, the leased line may be specially conditioned to 
compensate for distortion, thus reduclng the amount of errors caused by 
l i n e no i s e < 4 ) . As a re s u 1 t , greater tr an s ml s s i on speeds may be 
' 
obtained with a leased line as opposed to a switched facility. 
If a voice grade analog 1·eased line is used, the speed may range from 
·150 bits per second to 19,200 bits per second, providing the correct 
' mod~m equipment is used. The cost of the line will remain the same 
rega~dless of speed, but the cost of modem equipment will increase as 
the speed increases. It is for this reason that the cost of modems 
should be included with the cost of the transmission facility during 
-1·7_ 
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th·e design process.· Ori a digital leased circuit using AT&T 1 s Dataphone 
Digital Servtce <DDS), the speed may vary from 2400 bits per second to 
l . S 4 4 mi t l i on b i ts per second . ·w i th a d i g i ta l 1 i n k the s ·; g n a l 
.con v e r s i on e q u i pm e n t w i l l be re l at i v e l y ·; n e x p e n s i v e , how eve r , th e l i n e 
cost wi 11 increase with speed. 
As pre sent e d i n s e ct i on 2 . l . 2 , the cos. t of an AT & T le as e d or de d i cat e d 
line is composed of a variety of fixed and variable charge·s. As the 
distance of t·he circuit becomes longer, the variable cost becomes 
1-
co n sider ably larger. Figure 2.5 represents a purely point to point 
n·etwork where each location has a dedicated circuit t~ the central 
computer. Although this design may meet the performance objective of 
the network, it probably does not meet that objective for the least 
possible cost! 
Figure 2.5 
Point to Point Network 
--· ,f 
C .;.. . :~.r.. ~ f',. ~) ,_, ~, 
. 1, . 
\ 
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The communication cost of the network can be reduced by introducing 
"multipoint'' leased lines into the design. When a synchronous protocol 
is used, several locatio~s may share one dedicated circuit. 'Instead of 
two locations on a circuit as in a point to point leased line, it is 
possible for multiple·locations to share the same communication line, 
limtted onl-y by the performance level required. This sharing of the 
cirtuit leads to a reduction of the overall communication cost. Figure 
2.6 portray·s the point to point network presented in Figure 2.5 as a 
multipoint network.. . By using multipoint leased 
communication cost oft.he network is dramaticall·y reduced . 
., 
Figure 2.6 
Multipoint Network 
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Figures 2.5 ·and 2.6 are two extreme- cases in multipoint network design. 
Figure .2.7 s·hows how a multipoint strategy <number of locations sharing 
one leased line) reduces communication cost. With the point to point, 
I 
or one multipoint strategy being the most expensive, the cost declines 
as the number of points increases. How~ver, there comes .a point where ( 
the multipoint strategy no longer has a significant cost impact. 
Figure· 2. 7 
Multipoint Strategy vs Monthly Cost 
Cost (thousands $) 
120 -.-----~---------.;_,._---, 
110 
100 
90 
80 
70 
6·0 
- Data based on a 
144 location network. 
3 
Multipoint Strategy 
4 5 
SOURCE: Research by Author, Cost generated using the Modular 
I_nteractive Network Designer (MIN·D) by CONTEL Information 
Systems of Great Neck, New York 11024 
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The multipoint strategy wi 11 be dictated by the traffl c volumes and the 
acceptable performance level of the network. The number of locations 
on a circuH and the performance implications may be modeled using a 
variety of techniques including simulation. With the traffic volumes 
f 
defined, the performance of the line may be simulated with a varying 
amount of locations to obtain a multipoint strategy which will satisfy 
... 
the performance objective. The network may then be designed with the 
assurance that the performance objective wil 1 be met for the lowest 
possible cost. 
2.2.3 Concentrators/Multi~lexers 
Just as multipoint leased lines reduce the communication cost, 
concentrators and multiplexers may provide additional cost reduction. 
Conceptually, they provide the same function as multipoint lines, to 
allow several locations to share the same communication facility. 
However, they may be used in conjuction with multipoint lines to 
provide additi·onal cost savings. It is beyond the scope of this 
section to provide a detailed. explanation on how concentrators and 
multuiplexers work as that has been dealt with in a number of books 
(4,6,7). However, a general overview of how the technology is used in 
network design would be appropr·iate. 
Concentrators and multiplexers are both hardware line sharing devices 
that differ in one important way. Multiplexers are transparent to the 
computer, and therefore only point to point dedicated circuits between 
-21-
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multiplexers are allowed. In contrast, concentrators are not 
" transparent to. the computer and hence can be addressed thereby al lowing 
them to participate on a multipoint .communication line. Since 
multiplexers cannot be used on a multipoint facility (whereas 
conce·ntrators can) selection of either device will have a direct impact 
on the network design. The question of where to locate concentrators 
and multiplexers to provide maximum cost savings has been discussed 
elsewhere(l5,l6,17) and will not be addressed in this paper. However, 
i t w il-1 add re s s de s i gn i n g a network wh i ch a l ready i n c l u de s the s e 
devices at specific locations. 
It is common over the course of tfme for a company to move from a 
completely centralized computing\ environment where all devices are 
attached to one cent:ra l location, to a di s·tr i buted environment where 
the computing power is geographically distributed over a wide area. 
When this tak·es place, the distributed computers frequently provide. 
concentration capabilities. Figure 2.8. depicts a distributed network 
where computers also act as concentration devices connected to one 
central location. The design of the network now must be a two step 
process where the first step considers the trunk circuits (those lines 
c611necti ng the computer/concentrator equipment) anjtlJe second step 
involves design of multiple sub-networks (the con·nection of the remote 
terminal sites to specific computer/ concentrator devices.). :Figure 2.8 
graphically identifies the trunk network and- the vario.us sub-networks. 
It'· I . 
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Figure 2.8 
Trunk Network with Sub-Networks 
0 
2~3 Design .Process 
According to· Kershenbaum(8), "The task of topological optimization, 
i.e., deciding hov, to inte-rconnect network location$ as economically as 
possible whil·e s-till meeting all the performance constraints, is the. 
most complex task facing the. analyst II Once the performance .. . .. . 
c r i t e r i a h av e be e n s et , a n d t he comm u n i ca t i on f ac i l i t i e s s e ·1 e c t e d , the 
ta s k i s to de s i g n the n e· two r k to po logy . The top o l og y s i mp l y ref e r s to 
the physical layout or connections ·between the locations. .In many 
instances the· minimum d.istance network ma.y be, or be relatively close 
to, the minimum cost network within a set of performance constraints. 
-23~ 
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When there are few locations to connect it may be trivial to design the 
topology by hand, but as the number of network locations increase the 
. 
number of possible conriect1ons or paths which mu.st be considered also 
increase. It will eventually .be impossible to handle t:he design 
without the atd of a computer. If there are N locations to consider, 
there are <<N<N-l)/2)!)/(({N(N-1)/2-M)!)M!) ways of arranging M 
links(9). If N is 50 and Mis 1 <only one link between nodes), there 
are 1,225 different ways of arranging - those links. As N and M 
increase, it soon becomes virtually impossible to consider each link 
even with the aid of a computer. For this reason, a significant amount 
of work has been put into developing algorithms which would produce 
optimal .and near optimal network designs withoOt examining every 
possible link. 
\. . 
.. 
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CHAPTER 3 
NETWORK DESIGN SYSTEM 
3.1 Personal Computer Based Network Design 
i 
• 
With the proliferation of personal computers in the industrial sector 
as a result of the increase _in processing power and memory capability, 
applications are, being developed to take advantage of what these 
computers have to offer~ The personal computer based network design 
s.ys tern is one. such app l i ca ti on. The tool selected for the development 
is Q'NIAL. NIAL <Nested Interactive Array Languag·e) is a high level 
language developed by M. A. Jenkins of Queen's University at 
Kingston, Canada and Trenchard More of the IBM Cambridge Scientific 
Center. Q'NIAL is a portable impleme.ntation of NIAL developed by a 
group headed by M.A. Jenkins. Selection of p~rsonal computer Q'NIAL 
·was based on· it's unique array handling capabilities fulfilling the 
numerdus array oriented processing requirements of the topological 
hetwork design algorithms. 
The interactive network design system is intended to fulfill three 
bas.ic needs of multipoint network design: full scale mu:ltipoint 
network design giv~n locations on the network and design contraints; 
individual mult·ipoint circuit design given only those locations to be 
included on a multipoint circuit; and breakeven analysis capabil·itie5 
to generate usage breakeven points between leased and dial-up 
facilities. 
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3.1.l Approximate AT&T Current Tariffs 
A.T&T was the common carrier selected to be used for this design system 
based on their leadership in the communications area. Network design 
using distance or using AT&T cost ~ill produce topological designs very 
si-ilar to each other, if not exactly the same. For this reason~ valid 
results may be produced designing multipoint networks and circuits . 
based on distance only. Hciwever, to obtain usage breakeven points 
between dedicated and switched faciliti·es, obtaining a valid cost is 
essential. 
As stated previously, AT&T leased ltne costs are not based entirely on 
,I 
distance but also on individual ·costs within in each LATA. To produce 
exact cost data requires an gre.at deal of person ti me and computer 
storage to create and maintain a database of individual LATA local 
channel cost. Use of this data for design would require the system to 
be able to identify a network location's LATA, rate center, the AT&T 
central office within the same LATA, the AT&T central office rate 
center, and· the appropriate. cost information to calculate the exact 
cost. The processing time within the system would drastically increase 
due to the adde~ searching and calculating activities~ The size of the 
data base might. prec 1 ude the use of personal computers. Th.e alternative 
is to approxi·mate the cost to eliminate these ti·me and storage 
consuming functions while still providing a valid cost. The validity 
of the costs could hav·e been verified in ·tes·t cases, however it was not 
sine~ the cost factor is tangential to the main objective~ 
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the approximated AT&T costs assunfes· that the Vert-ical and Horizontal 
<V&H> coordinates used in the design system are those of ·the actual 
locat~on and not of the AT&T central office for each location. An 
average interoffice channel distance CIOC) and local channel cost were 
" 
approximated using a 75 location network currently in place. Once the 
distance between two location~ is calculated, a large percentage will 
be used to calculate the roe cost. Since the cost is based on distance 
i t w i 11 be exact . The r·ema i n i n g d i s tan c e w i l l be s p 1 i t e qua 1 l y between 
the two locations and considered to be the local office channel CLOC) 
within each LATA~ The approximated LOC cost is then included with the 
IOC cost and vari~us fixed charges to produce an overall approximat~d 
cost. 
3.1 .2 AT&T Breakeven Analysis ,, 
Breakeven analysls is the process of determining at what rat-e of use 
( i n mi nu t es per day ) far a g i v en d i s tan c e s w i t ch e d l i n e cos t w i 11 be 
the same as dedicated line cost. If the amount of use from a location 
'" 
is known (in minutes per day) and the ·breakeven point for that location 
is known as a result of the breakeven analysis, it can be determined 
which -fac-ility would provide ·a lower cost to the location and the 
network. 
The cost of a switched facility is a function of the distan·ce of the 
ca 11 , t·he ·nu.mber of ca 11 s per -month, the 1 engt·h of each cal 1 , and the 
time of day when the calls are made. The primary considerations 
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involved with breakeven analysis are distance, cost, amount of use in 
minutes per day, and the number of days per month the facility will be 
used. The specific factors are the distance and associated cost of a 
switched connection between the location and the computer. the distance 
and subsequent cost of a dedicated line between the location and the 
computer for a point to point environment or between the location and 
another location in a multi p_oi nt enyi ronment, and the defined usa.ge of 
the location for the communitations facility. Since dedicated facility 
-
permits unlimited use for one monthly charge and the switched line is a 
per usage cost, the number of days per month the facility will be used 
must a·lso be identified. For example, the cost of a switched 
connection will be different if the facility will be used for 25 
minutes per day for 22 working days per month as opposed to 30 days per 
month, whereas the dedicated 1 i ne is ava 11 ab 1 e for use any amount of 
time. 
The interactive design system will handle breakeven analysts for point 
to point or multipoint environments. In either situation the switched 
connection will always be a point to point dial-up link to the computer 
where the cost may be calculated. However, the dedicated line may be 
point to point to the computer as with the dial-up line or a link with 
another location on a· multipoint circuit where the distance will be 
le s s than that of the d i a 1 - up fa c 11 i ty . Si n c e the l eased 1 i n e cost i s 
an important factor, if the e~act cost is known it may be used. If 
not, the syste~ will generate an approximate cost to be used in the 
analysis. 
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' .A point to point breakeven analysis for 22 work 1 ng days per month 1 s 
presented in Figure 3.1. The cost reflects a leased line point to . 
point connection between the location and the computer. The dial-up 
use per day identifies the amount of use where a cost breakeven will • 
octur between the dial-up and leased line connections. Any use above 
the indicated amounts would warrant the installation of a dedicated 
line. Usage below the amounts would indicate the AT&T switched service 
to be more economical. 
Distance 
392 
Figure 3. l 
Point to Poi·nt Breakeven Analysis 
Cost 
$887 
-------
---- Dial.-Up Mtnutes/Day-~-------
Day/Rate Evening/Rate Night/Rate 
114.68· 191.41 287.32 
A multipoint breakeven analysis for 22 wbrking days per month is 
presented in Figure 3.2. Here the leased line connection is not a 
~· point ·to point to the computer but a link with another location on a 
multipoint circuit. The system will allow two different leased line 
chargeout strategies to be used in the analysts~ The first analysis 
uses the marginal or actual cost of the dedicated link between the two 
locations whereas the second analysis divides the total cost of the 
circuit equally amoung the locations on the multipotnt line~ 
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Figure 3.2 
Multipoint Breakeven Analysis 
' l ) 
Distance 
382.35 
2) 
Distance 
382.5 
Cost 
$359 
Cost 
$383 
-----------
Day/Rate 
45.27 
Day/Rate 
48. 16 
.•J 
. 
...... 
1--~-,----c~ ;'... . 
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3. l.3 Circuit Design 
Dial-Up Minutes/Day---------
Evening/Rate Night/Rate 
75.72 113.8 
Dial-Up Minutes/Day--~-~----
Evening/Rate Night/Rate 
80.54 121.0 
Nashville, TN on a multipoint 
ci.rcuit with Atlanta, GA and 
Lou_isville, KY to central 
lo-cation Chi-cago, IL 
vs 
Nashville, TN dial-up connect 
to central location Chicago, IL 
A final topological network design is not an end to the design process, 
but merely a starting point. Corporations do not function in a static 
environment, therefore i t • ls not safe to assume that the 
telecommunications network will. A network is a dynamic entity which 
·, 
ii'-'···~ 
is c_on s·tant l y being modified due to techn i ca 1 improvements, changes in 
applications and in the telecommunications industry, and in the 
functional requirements of the company. Loca.tions will be moved, added 
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and taken away from the ~twork on a regular basls. For th1s reason, 
the network desi g_n process must be flexible enou-gh to accommodate 
changes while servlng it's primary purpose. 
Individual circuit design is a special case of network design which 
conrtects a limited number of locations onto a single circuit 
terminating at a single endpoint. When a circuit is designed, it is 
ass~med to be an unconstrained connection of locations. Selection of 
the specific locations to be included on the multipoint circuit should 
take place before the actual circuit design, while the design of the 
circuit is merely connecting those locations in the least distance or 
' least cost topology. 
Circ·uit design is commonly done when a limited change to the existin.g 
network topology takes place. If a location or several locations are 
to be added to or deleted from the network, it may be uneconomi ca 1 and. 
sometimes impossible to redesign the entire n-etwork. Since the ch.anges 
'" 
will only affect one single circuit, or several individual circuits, 
these circuits may be redesigned while not affecting the remaining 
network topology. Circuit design provides a means of maintaining a 
sta·ble network w.hi le. accommodating network change. 
Giv~n the locations to be connected and the location where the circuit 
. 
will terminat~, the interactive network design tool will design an 
individual circuit • 1 n . a least distance or least cost (approximated) 
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fashion. In addition, once a circuit is designed based on the
 least 
approximated cost~ a breakeven analysis can be done on any
 or all 
locations on the circutt. 
3.1 .4 Network Design 
.. 
Mul·tipoint network design connects many locations onto 
several 
multipoint circuits terminating at a si.ngle endpoint in 
a least 
distance or least cost topology. This single endpoint m
ay be a 
computer it a totally centralized network, a central computer 
for a 
trunk network of con·centrators, or a concentrator for a sub-ne
twork of 
remote locations. Whatever the case, if unconstrained the desig
n will 
result in all the locations in the network connected o
nto one 
multipoint circuit. This would certainly yi·eld the optimal 
.network 
topology (i.e. least distance or least cost) but would fail to consider 
any perfor·mance objectives. 
Realistically, most networks must also meet specific pe
rformance 
constrai.nts which force the final network des.ign into a su
boptimal· 
topology. The design algorithm, the procedure used to sel
ect the 
approp,r i ate connections, should take into account the sp
ecified 
performance objectives. The personal computer network design tool wi 11 
consider two performance constraints simultaneously, i~e., th
e number 
of locations per circuit, and the total amount of traffic per c
ircuit. 
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Given the maximum number of locations allowed on a circuit, traffic 
I 
volumes at each ·location, and the total amount of traffic allowed on a 
• 
circuit, the network design portion of the system will attempt to 
produce a least d·istance or least approximated ~ost network topology. 
During the course of this procedure~ multipoint circuits may be created 
whi.ch cont·a in a number of locations and total tra·ffi c 1 ess than, or 
equal to. but never greater than the specified tonstraints. An example 
of a 5 location network desi"gn is shown in Figure 3.3. The first 
design allows only 3 locations per circuit and does not, consider any 
trafftc constraints. When a traffic constraint of 100 units is added 
.in addition to th.e 3 1 oca ti on per circuit constraint, the proc_edure 
will accommodate both constraints simultaneously. 
The design system assumes ·that the number of locations al lowed on a 
circuit which will meet -the performance goal has been sele·cted by some 
modeling approach. However, the modeling results may be based on a 
uniformly distributed traffic volume across all locations in the 
network. Often times a few locations may deviate from the norm with 
h ighe·r than average traffic vo 1 ume. In this case, to ensure the 
performance goal is met, a traffic const·rai nt may be defined to i nhi bit 
those locations from being placed on fully loaded circuits. 
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F·igure 3.3 
Network Design Using Constraints 
) 
Chicago (Center> .. No Traffic 
Cedar Rapids, Ia .. 010 units 
Kansas City,Ks .. 010 units 
1 . Ma X 3 ·1 0 Ca t i On s / C i r C u ; t 
No traffic constraint 
I~-\ ~ ~--..._...., 
\~,. 
-...., 
~ 
I 
3.2 Selected Algbrithms 
Sp r i n g f i e ·1 d , I 1 . • 0 1 0 u n i t s 
Louisville,Ky .. 095 units 
Nashville, Tn .. 010 units 
2. Max· 3 locations/circuit 
Max 100 traffic/circuit 
Most of the algorithms developed for centralized multipoint network 
design can be categorized as heuristic algorithms(2,10, 11, 12, 13, 14) 
which produce near-optimal designs or exchange algorithms(9, 11) which 
a t temp t to p rod u c e op t i m.a l n e t "'or k p e s i g n s . A h eu r i s t i .c a l go r i t h m w i l 1 
usually begin with an unconnected n€twork and will add locations one at 
a time, according to certain rules until a valid n.etwork is assemb·led. 
On the other hand, an exchange algori:thm starts with a valid network 
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design usually created by a heuristic algorithm, and then modifies that • 
design until an optimal solution is reached. 
Both Chandy and Russell(J8) and KershenbaumClO) found that heuristic 
algorithms can produce network designs very close to optimal, often 
times within 5% and 10% of the ex.change algorithm results, along wit-h 
significantly less memory and processing time requirement. Based on 
these findings, it was a logical decision to select the heuri.stic type 
algorithms for comparison and inclusion in the personal computer design 
system. The heuristic algorithms selected for this. study are those 
presented by Esau-Will\ams(2), Prim(l2), and two by Sharma and 
El-Bardai(ll). In addition, three additi·onal algorithms were included, 
which are modified versions of the Prim al·gorithm and both Sharma and 
El-Bardai algorithms. Although these versions will yield different 
results in certain instances, the modif'ications do not chang·e the 
inherent conceptual procedure of the algorithms. In all cases, each 
algorithm wi.11 produce a type of design structure called a spanning 
tree. 
3.2.1 Spanning Trees 
According to Tanenbaum(7) , IIA spannin-g tree of a graph ts a subgraph 
containing a 11 the nodes of the graph and som.e co 11 ec-t ion of arcs 
chosen so that there is exactly· one .P~ th between each pair of nodes. 
11 A 
spanning tr.ee • 1 S inherently produced in a centralized multipoint 
network design, wi-th the root or start of the tree being the central 
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-computer or concentrator, and the branches of the tree being the 
multipoint circuits. Each heuristic algorithm used in this work will 
prod u c .e s pan n i n g tree networks w i th mu J t i poi n t c i r cu i t s wh i ch term i n ate 
at the central node, provide a single link between two locations, and 
will never connect locations whlch will produce a closed loop. For 
example link A - C in Figure 3.4 will produce a closed loop and 
therefore will be avoided by the the algorithms. 
Figure 3.4 
Example of Closed Loop 
"' 
If the design process is unconstrained, each heuristic algorithm will 
produce a special sp~nning tree called a minimum spanning tree (MST>. 
The minimum spanning tree network connects the location·s tog~ther in 
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the shortest distance or least cost :possible without violati·ng the 
rules mentioned above. Given that a minimum spanning tree cannot be 
reduced any further, unconstrained heuristic algorithms produce exact, 
optimal results(l4). 
In addition to the optimal results of a minimum spanning tree, each 
heuristic algorithm will pfoduce another special spanning tree called a 
star tree. Unlike t:he minimum spanning- tree which produces an optimal 
design, the star tree. wi 11 produ·ce a maxi m~m distance, highest cost 
design where each location is connected to the central site with a 
point to point circuit. 
Most practical networks impose certain constraints on the network 
design process which must be considered by the heuri.stic algorithms. 
These constraints, suc·h as number of locations on a circuit and total 
traffic on a circuit prevent the algorithms from producing a minimal 
s.pann i ng tree. However, they wi 11 produce a spec i a 1 spanning tree 
referred to as a constrained mi7a1 spanning tree <CMST>, which 
• 1S a 
sub-optimal network design where distance or cost may be close to, but 
not the optimal. 
It is the method of production of the constrained minimal spanning tree 
which character-izes the personality of each algorithm·. The algorithms 
differ in how they use the central location, the location selected to 
start the design, and the selection process to add locations to a 
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multipoin.t circuit. Based on. the geographical distribution of 
locations, each algorithm may produce different and distinct 
constrained minimal spanning trees of which some may yield lower cost 
designs. 
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4.1 Algorithm Concepts 
CHAPTER 4 
DESIGN ALGORITHMS 
4.1. l Esau-Williams SAHC_Algorithm 
., . 
I 
This algorithm developed by L. R. Es-au and K. C. Williams(2) is a 
specialized version of the constrained minimum spanning tree CCMST), 
referred to as th·e steepest ascent hill climbing <SAH·C) al·gorithm(20). 
It beg·; ns wi.th a des-i gn ca 11 ed a star network where a 11 the network 
locatt.ons are connected by point to point leased 1 i nes to the central 
or concentrator location. It the.n determines the order in which links 
' . 
are made by defining a trade-off function whereby the cost or distance 
savings of removing the location to central site link and replacing it 
with a location to location link is calculated~ Each location will 
have a number of trade-off values as a result of forming links with 
other locations in the network. The maximum trade~off value, which is 
the maximum cost or distance savings, is selected for each location 
which usually results in a connection to it's nearest neighbor. When 
all maximum trade~off values for each location are calculated, they are 
sorted in a scend·i ng order and the largest is se l ect.ed to be added to 
the network. 
By the nature of the a 1 gor i thm, it wi 11 tend to begin· \-J'i th a node far 
from the center, but not ne.cessarly the farthest, and add locations and 
links as it works inward toward the center. It will work on several 
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m~ipoint circuits simultaneously and therefore must continuously 
check for and avoid closed loops in the network. The network 
const·raints will also be checked before a link is added between two 
single locations, a single location an.d a multipoint circuit, or two 
multipoint circuits which requires that the circuit traffic and number 
of locations on the circuit to be· be kept throughout the process. 
Whe.n a link is made to the center, that circuit is -assumed to be 
complete and therefore put aside~ The center terminates the circuit 
and is not consid.ered to be a location on the circuit during t·he des·i_gn 
process. When all the locations i.n the network are included on 
circuits which terminate at the center, the topological design is 
complete~ 
4.1 .2 Prim CMST Algorithm 
\ 
The algorithm pres~nted by R. C. Prim(l2) is a traditi-onal two step 
CMST algorithm where the first step selects the valid locations to be 
included on a multipoint circuit and the second step designs the 
circuit. The center location is always used as the starting valid 
location on all circuits. The algorithm begins with all other 
locations considered to be non-valid. 
The fir.st step of Prim works from the center outward selecting the 
non-valid location nearest to any valid location and adding it to the 
J 
valid list. With each addition to the valid 
,, 
list, the traffic 
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constraint and/or 1.ocation constraint is checked. Once .this constraint 
is met, the selection process for the circuit stops. Since the center 
location is considered to be part -o.f the circuit, locations closest to 
the center will be selected and i.ncluded on the circuit. 
Once the 'first step terminates, the second step performs ah 
unconstrained minimal spanning tree design connecting all the. valid 
locations onto one multipoint circuit~ Unlike Esau-Williams, the 
circuit does not terminate when a ]·ocation is linked to the center, but 
. . 
rather includes the center as any other location on the same multi-point 
circuit. 
The algorithm works only on a single circuit throughout the design 
process. When the circ.uit design is complete, the valid locations on 
that ci"rcuit are put aside and the selection process is started with 
the center being the only valid location. When all the locations are 
valid Ci .e. connected to circuits) the topological design is complete. 
Be.cause of the nature of the algorithm, it ptoduces fully saturated 
circuits with locations close to the center. Locations far from the 
center will not be included on these· multipoint lines. The algorithm 
tends to "strand" these locations, forcing them onto costly point to 
point circuits. 
-~ 
4. 1 .3 Pri.m Modified CMST Algorithm 
This. version of Prim's CMST algorithm was modified by the author to use 
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the center location in the same fashion as the Esau~Williams SAHC 
algorithm while- retaining the inherent design procedure of the Prim 
algorithm. When a link to the center location ts. added, a new -circui-t 
is automatically started rather than extending the existing circuit. 
This· modification reduces the algorithm to a one step process and 
allows it to work simultaneously on several multipoint circuits without 
changing the inherent concept. 
4.1 .4 Sharma l El-Bardaj RCMST Algorithm 
This reversed constrained minimum spanning tree (RMST) algorithm(ll), 
which is the first algorithm presented by Sharma & El-Bardai(ll), 
performs a selection process opposite of Prim's CMST algorithm. It is 
also a two step process where the first step selects the valid 
loc.ations to be included on a multipoint circuit and the second step 
designs the circuit. The algorithm will be.gin with all locations 
considered non-valid except for the one starting location which will be 
diffetent for each circu.it. 
The first step selects the farthest non-valid location from the center 
to be the first location in the valid list. The algorithm works inward 
toward the center selecting the non-valid location nearest to any valid 
locatlon and adding it to the valid list. With each addition to the 
valid list, the traffic con·straint and/or location constraint,is. 
checked. Once this constraint is met, the selection process for the 
circu~t stops. Unlike Prim, the center location is not included in the 
selection process but rather added in the second step. 
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Once the constraint is met, the second step of the algorithm includes 
the central location and perform an unconstrained minimal spanning tree 
design connecting all the valid locations onto one multipoint circuit. 
Unlike Es.au-Williams_, the circuit does not terminate when a location is 
linked to the cent.er, but rather includes the center as any other 
location on the same multipoint circuit. 
As each c i r cu i t · des i g n i s ·comp let e d , the s e le c ti on pro c e s s beg i n s w i th 
the farth~st location from the center whtch is not connected on a 
circuit as the only vali.d locatfon. All other non-valid locations are 
eligibl.e for inclusion into the network. Those which were selected as 
valid locations from previous circuit designs are set aside and no 
longer considered. When all the locations are valid (i.e. connected to 
circuits) the topological design is complete. Because of the nature of 
the a 1 gori thm, 1 t wi 11 produce ful 1 y .saturated circuits and will tend 
to "strand" locations close to the center resulting i.n less costly 
circuits. 
4·. l . 5 Sharma & E 1-Barda i Modified RCMST Algorithm 
This version of th.e Sharma & El--Bardai RCMST algorithm was modified by 
the author to use the cente:r location in the same fashion as the Prim 
CMST algorithm while retaining the inherent de.sign procedure of the 
Sharma & El--Bardai R'CMST a l.gori thm. In the first step of this 
algorithm, the center location will be considered and included in the 
selection process for the valid circuit locations. Therefore, 
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locations closest to the center may also be selected and included on 
the same circuit. Unlike the modified version of Prim's algorithm, 
this algorithm is a two step process where only one circuit will be 
designed at one ti me. Ad.di ti ona 1 modi f i cations, such as those made to 
the modified version of Prim, force the algorithm to· sele·ct locations 
outward from the center. S ... ,I th" 1 nee . . 1 s would change the inherent 
conceptual procedure, these ·modi f i ca ti on s were avoided. 
4.1.6 Sharma & El-Bardai Single Secto·ring <.SS) Algorithm 
This second algorithm presented by Sharma & El-Bardai(ll) is a 
specialized CMST algorithm referred to as a sectoring algorithm(l9). 
The a 1 go r i th m des i g n s the network .u s r n g one s i rig 1 e s tart i n g lo cat i on as 
opposed to the multiple sec·toring algorithm explained in sectio.n 4.1.7. 
It is also a two step process where the first step selects the valid 
locations to be included on a multipoint circui·t and· the second step 
designs the circuit. The algorithm starts by pointing a ray from the 
center location to the location farthest from the center and generates 
angles from that starting location to each ·non-valid location using 
polar coordinates. 
The first step of Sharma & El~.Bardai starts w.ith the val id location at 
0 degrees a·nd works counter clockwise, selecting the non-valid location 
with the next smallest angle and adding it to the valid list. With 
each addition to the valid list, the traffic and/or number of location 
constraint is checked. Once this constraint is met, the se 1 ecti on 
• 
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process for the circutt stops. Since the algorithm uses the center 
location as a vertex for the ray, it is not inclurled fn the selection 
process, but is added in the second step. 
Once the constraint is met, the second step of the algorithm includes 
the central location and performs an unconstrained minimal spanning 
tree design connecting all the valid locations onto one multipoint 
circuit. Since the center is included in the circuit design process~ a 
l i n_k to the center wi 11 not terminate the circuit. It is .considered 
another location on the multi"po-int circuit, exce.pt in terms of the 
constraints. 
This algor·ithm works on a single circuit throughout the design process. 
When the ctrcuit design is complete, valid locations on that circuit 
are put aside and the selection process is started with the next 
non~valid location with 
~ 
the smallest angle as the new starting valid 
location. When all the locatlons are valid (i.e. connected to 
circuits> the topological design is complete. Because of the hature of 
./ 
the algorithm, it produces fully saturated circuits- and tends to group 
geographically close locations, while "stranding" locations dispersed 
over a wid~ area. 
4.1 .7 Sharma & El-Bardai Multiple Sectoring (MS) .Algorithm 
The multiple sectoring algorithm performs the same exact procedure as 
the single sectoring, but will performs it N times, where N is the 
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number of locations in the network. In other words, ~ach location in 
the network will be used as the starting location for a network design. 
When a design is complete, another location is selected to start the 
process and a new design is generated. The algorithm then selects the 
design with the lowest distance or cost as the final design topology. 
4.2 Sample Procedures and Designs 
A summary and comparison of the procedural contepts of each algorithm 
can be found in Table 4.1 The criteria selected for the comparison 
affect the final designs generated by each algorithm. The table 
outlines the_ major differences b.etween the algorithms. 
A simple example may serve to explain the procedural differences 
between the various algorithms in terms of: 
l) Selection of the starting location for the design. 
2) Order in which the locations are selected and links are made. 
3) Use of the center location in the select~on process. 
Figure 4. l represents a simple network of six locatie.ns to be connected 
to the central computer. Distances for all possible links have been 
calculated and are shown in the figure. A constraint of no more than 
four locations per multipoint circuit is imposed on the design. Figure 
4.2 at the end of this section depicts the final design. topologies 
i·. _· generated by the various algorithms. 
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Table 4. l 
Al.gorithm Comparison Table 
, 
ALGORITHM CONNECTION CONNECTION CIRCUITS AT CENTER P.ART CENTER PART FULL LOADED STRAND 
ALGORITHM START CRITERIA DIRECTION SAME TIME OF CIRCUIT OF SELECT CIRCUITS LOCATIONS 
CMST 
Modified 
CMST 
RCMST 
Modified 
RCMST 
Si ng.1 e 
Sectoring 
Multiple 
Secotring 
maximum 
savings 
center 
only 
center 
only 
farthest 
only 
farthest 
only 
farthest 
only 
every 
locat"i on 
maxi"mum 
savings 
least 
di stance 
1 east 
distance 
least 
distance 
least 
distance 
.I 
least 
angle 
least 
angle 
out to 
in 
in to 
out 
in to 
out 
out to 
in 
out to 
in 
counter 
clockwise 
counter 
clockwise 
always 
multiple 
one 
sometimes 
multiple 
one 
one 
one 
one 
no no 
yes yes 
no yes 
yes no 
yes yes 
yes n/a 
yes n/a 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
close 
locations 
fat 
locations 
far 
locations 
close 
1 ocat i on·s 
close 
locations 
dispersed 
dispersed 
Figure 4. l 
Sample Network 
The Esau-Williams algorithm selectsQ location F to begin the design 
process because removing l·ink F-Center (395 miles) and forming link F-E 
(153 miles) provides the largest trade-off value (395-153=242), or the 
greatest savings to the· network. 
Once link F~E is formed, the link E-F ·would be rendered i·nvalid and no 
longer considered. After eliminating th.e trade-off value for location 
F , the largest . sav1ngs would then be associated with location D. 
Central link 0-Center would be removed an-d link D-C would be added to 
the network. After link E-A is made, link -C-A is considered but would 
yield five locations on the circuit thus violating the constraint . 
• 
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Since the algorithm started with a star network, central links 
A->C·enter, 8->Center, and C->Center are al ready present and render · a 
trade-off value of O. Any addi·tional changes involving these locations 
provide a negative trade-off va 1 ue · .and therefore wi 11 be avoided. 
Although the center location is not used in the selection process, when 
..... 
a circuit reaches the center location, it terminates and is considered 
complete. The circuits created in this sample design are F-E-A~Center, 
D-C-Center, and B~Ce·nter. 
The Prim CMST algorithm and the Prim Modified CMST algorithm will begin 
with the Center location as the only valid location in the network and 
all other locations considered to be ·non-valid. With the Cen·ter 
1 oc at i on i n the v a 1 i d 1 i st , A i s the near es t no n-v a 1 i .d 1 o·c at i on 
selected for inc·lusion. The closest non-valid location to either 
Center or A is location Band therefore becomes a valid lo:cation. With 
the acceptance of location B, the Prim CMST algor·ithm considers it 
'it 
another location on the existing circuit. However, the modified 
algorithm assumes the B-Center link starts a new circuit and therefore 
works on two circuits simultaneously. After location C and E are 
included in the valid list, the Prim CMST algorithm reaches the 
constraint of four locations per circuit, locations. A, ·B, C, E. Since 
the modified version started a new circuit with the inclusion of 
loc at i on B , 1 oc at i on F can be s e 1 e ct e d on the A , C , E c i r cu i t before 
the constraint is met. 
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After the constraint is reached, the circuits are designed and the 
selection process begins with the Center location as the only valid 
location in the network. The Prim CMST algorithm.is left with the 
selection of the F and D locations, where the modified version has only 
D to select. The final Prim CMST design produces C-A, E~A, A-Center-B 
as one circuit and F-Center--D as the second circuit. The modified 
version of the algorithm has F-E-A, C-A, .A-Center as one circuit, 
8-Center as the second circuit, and D-Center -as the final circuit. 
Both the Sharma & El-Bardai CMST algorithm and the modified version of 
the CMST algorithm. begins ·with location D based on it's distance from 
the Center as the onl.Y valid location in the network. Non-valid 
location C is selected beca·use of the distance to D and location A is 
then included because it is the near~st· non-valid neighbor to a valid 
location, location C. The CMST algorithm then selects locati.on E based 
"\ 
on it's distance from location A, at which point the constraint is 
reached. Unlike the CMST algorithm which ignores the Center location, 
the modified version includes the Center based on it's distance from 
location A. Since the Center location is used in the selection process 
but not counted for the constr·aint, location B is then selected befote 
the constraint is met. 
0 
The selection process for both algorithms is then started with location 
F. The CMST algorithm selects the remaining non-valid location B and 
the modified version is left with location E. The CMST algorithm 
. ., 
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produces 0-C-A, E-A. A-Center as the first circuit, and F-Ce
nter-B as 
the second circuit. The modified version design
s circuits 
D-C-A-Center-B and F-E-Center. Even though the CMST algori
thm designs 
• 
circuit F-Center-B, location F ·is "stranded" wlth a lon
g circuit, a 
problem which is eliminated by the modified version. 
The Sharma & El-Bardai Single and Multiple Sectoring algorithms s
elect 
location D (the farthest location from the center) as the first valfd 
locati·on. A ray is then generated from the cen.ter to locat
ion D, and 
angles for all other locations are generated from this base
 ray. These 
angl e·s increase in value as the ray is · moved count
er clockwise . 
Beginning with location D <angle 0), locations A, F~ E are se
lected 
. 
. 
before the constraint is met. The next location with 
the smallest 
angle is location B, and moving counter clockwise lo
cation C is 
selected or inclusion on this circuit. 
When all the network locations are selected as valid 
locations, an 
unconstrained minimal spanning tree design is done on each 
of circuits. 
The result of this single sectoring design produces circ
uits F-E-A 
' 
D-A, A-Center and B-Center-C. The multiple sectoring al
.gorithm will 
then design additional networks starting with locations A, 
F, E, B and 
C. The least distance design starts with location A, 
and produces 
circuits F~E-A-Center and D-C~Center-B . 
• 
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CHAPTER 5 
DESIGN COMPARISONS 
5.1 Test Case Environment 
A total of eighty four tests w·ere developed and run in a co.ntrolled 
environment. The independent variables included the network 
algorithms, network size, and network constraints. The dependent or 
response variables consisted of the total network distance, distance 
per location, processing· t+me, standard de·viatlon of traffic per 
circuit, and standard deviation of distance per per circuit provided. 
These provided the comparison criteria. 
5.1 .l Independent Variables 
In addition to the seven algorithms presented in the previous chapter, 
three·network sizes and four network constraints produced a valid set 
of response variables. The algorithms were tested on networks 
consisting of 10 locations, 25 locations and 40 locations. The central 
location selected for all three networks was Wichita, Kansas. Figure 
I 
5.11 graphically depicts the distribution of lo-cations in each network. 
The smallest network consists of 10 randomly selected locations 
geographically distributed in all directions from the center. The 
medium network includes 6 locations from the small network in additi-on 
to 19 new locations. The largest network includes all of the locations 
found in the small and·medium network in addition to 11 new loca.tions. 
In each,case,those locations included in the next larger network remain 
unmodified. 
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Large Network 
tJ + 8 + O = L.1r~e 
KctWl>rk 
Constraining each network design . us1ng a combination of number of 
·1 o c a t i on s p e r c i r c u i t and tot a l tr a ff i c p e r c i re u i t p r o v i d e d f o u r t e s t 
cases pe-r algorithm per network size. Traffic volumes were randomly 
a s s i' g n e d to e a c h l o c a t i on and a s th e n e two r k i n c r .e a s e d i n s i z e , t he 
traffic volumes at the existing locations remained unmodified. The 
traffic volume constraints were calculated· using the average traffic 
per location from the 40 location network multiplied by l less than the 
location .constraint. Assuming a high percentage of network distance 
savings occur within 2 to 5 locations per multipoint circuit, this 
strategy produces a similar range while forcing the algorithms to 
contend with two different constra_ints simultaneously. The Constraints 
were defin~d to be: 
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1) An upper bound of 6 locations per multipoint circuit. 
2) An upper bound of 385 traffic units per circuit in addition 
to 6- locations per multipoint circuit. 
3) An upper bound of 4 locations per multipoint circuit. 
4) An upper bound of 235 traffic units per circuit in addition 
to 4 locations per multipoint circuit. 
5.1.2 Response Variables 
Valid economic considerations in the network design process drove the 
selection of th·e response variables as selection • criteria. Each 
vari~ble serves as an indicator as to how well the network is designed 
and how easily it can be modified. To simplify the explanations of 
some tests results, the assumption has been made that cost is 
proportional to distance, where the cost of a lea~ed line tircuit is $ 
1.00 per mile per month. 
The total cost (i.e. distance) is probably the single most important 
resul·t of any network des i_gn process. This represents the 11 real 11 
dollars a _company must pay for it's communication needs. A good 
algorithm is one which will consistently produce a lower cost desi-gn 
when compared with other algorithms. A variable closly related to 
total cost is cost per location (i ~e. distance per location). This 
value is calculated by dividing the total cost of the-network by the 
number of network locations. It is mainly used in the bugeting process 
for approximating how much it w11·1 cost to add a location to an 
.. 
existing network 
·' 
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The distance per circuit and the traffic per c1rcu.it response variables 
indicate how well the network locations are distributed on the 
circuits. This indicates how much design work may be needed when 
modifying the network. For instance, if locations are to be added in 
an area which contains existi·ng fully loaded circuits, several circuits 
may need to be modified to make room for the l oca ti on being added .e 
This may involve a fair amount of design activity as well ·as incurring 
more circuit installation expense. However, if the circuits are not 
fully loaded the locations may be added with no design activity and 
only a nominal installation fee. 
The final response variable is the time each algorithm required to 
develop a valid design. This variable is dependent on the specific 
language used as well as how the algorithms were coded. In this 
study, the the 1 anguage was a constant, but the coding st:yl e may have 
varied with each algorithm. In cases were a cost is incurred for 
computer I/0 and CPU ti.me, this can be a very critical component. 
Since the test environment. for this study included the use of a 
personal computer, processing time ·is not of a critical nature but only 
serves as a comparison variable for the conceptual procedure of the 
algorithms. 
5.2 Resu·lts Discussion 
Figure 5.2 presents the test results of the total distance response 
variable~ The graph depicts the total distance of the designs produced 
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by the seven algorithms for three network sizes. The values presented 
are the averages of the four constrained designs produced by each 
algorithm within each network type. As expected, as the network • S 1.Ze 
increases, so does the the average total distances. However, even at a 
small network size of 10 locations there exist a difference of 260.75 
miles between the least distance and highest distance designs. At the 
large network of 40 locations this differences increases to .2 ,525 
mi l e s . Tran s l at~ d to do l l a rs per month , th i s represents a ~S.U b s tan ti a 1 
amount. 
Figure 5.3 shows the trend of the mean total distance and the standard 
deviation of the mean total distance for each of th-e network types. 
The left margin represents the mean to~al distance scale and the right 
margin conveys the. standard deviation. of the mean total distance. As 
.., . . 
·,; 
can be seen, a-s the network size increases, so does th·e variability in 
the designs of the various algorithms. 
The Esau--Williams SAHC algorithm,. the Sharma & El-Bardai RCMST 
.algorithm, and the ·modified RCMST algori-thm consi:s-tently produce mean 
total distances below the average for each network size. The 
assumption can be made that the multiple sectoring algorithm would be 
included as well, but based on its average medium network processing 
time of 41 seconds, tests were not performed with this algorithm on the 
large network. 
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The SAHC algorithm produces the average least distance design in each 
case. The multiple sectoring algorithm produces .an average total 
d l s tan c e v e r y c l o s e to E s au - vJ i 11 i ams on the med i um n e two r k . The 
modified RCMST algorithm. performs second best overall. On all network 
sizes, the modified versions of the R·cMST and the CMST al gorlthms equal 
. or outp·erform the1 r counterpc1rts. The highest cost designs generated 
are those ' oy the Prim CMST algorithm for the large and medium size· 
. -
networks, and the single sectoring algorithm for the small n.etwork. 
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The distance Ci·.e. cost> per location comparison may be found in Figure 
5.4. Since this value is the total distance divided by the number of 
locations per network,. the saJlle relationships found in Figure 5.2 
• 
should hold true. The three algori·thms which consisten·tly produce 
results below the averages of 250 for ·the small network, 407 for the 
medium network, and 347 for the large network are again the 
Esau-Williams SAHC algorithm, the Sharma & El-Bardai RCMST algorithm 
and the modified RCMST algori-thm. The multiple sectoring algorithm by 
Sharma & El-Bardai is below the average for the small and medium 
networks, and would probably produce similar results on the large 
network. 
With the aver·a-ge performance of each algorithm within each network size 
understood, attention can be turned to each individual test case. 
Figures 5.5 through 5.11 show how each individual algorithm performed 
in the actual test c.ases. With the network design constraints 
remaining the same for all three network • s1zes, the spec-if i c test 
results for the total d·istance resp.onse variable at each network size 
is p·1 otted. 
Two important points are shown in each graph. First of all, the trend 
amoung the constrained designs produced within each network si~e, along 
with the trend found between the network sizes are consistently found 
with each algorithm. Although the actual values differ, the algorithms 
perform in the same manner given the same constraints. Second, each 
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graph indicates that sharing leased line circuits amoung several 
locations would lead to greater cost savings. The constraint of 6 
locations per circuit, which is the highest number of locations allowed 
on a circuit provides the most savings. On the other hand, the 
constraint of 4 locations plus 235 traffic units, which allo.ws 2 to ·3 
locations on a circuit provides the least savings. To further state 
this point, each graph shows that the large network design constrained 
by 6 locations per circuit produces a lower total cost network than 
does the medium network constrained by 2 to 3 locations per circuit. 
A comparison of the final response variable of processing time is found 
in Figure 5.12. Since the processing time of the multiple sectoring 
algorithm is uncharacteristic of the other algorithms, it is not 
included in the processing time statistic for the medium network. If 
the assumption is m~e that the marginal cost of 1/0 and CPU t1me 
• 1 S 
zero on a person a l camp u t er , th i. s var i ab le. i s not of h i g h pr i or i t y . 
However, an algorithm which can produce the same or lower cost network 
in less time would certainly be preferred. 
Two interesting results are shown in the graph. First, the two 
algorithms which performed well on the other response variables 
required more processing time to do so. Secondly, the average 
processing time of the· large network is 37 seconds faster than that of 
the medium network. All algorithms except for the Esau-Williams 
designed the large network faster than the medium network . 
.,_, 
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The reason for the difference in the processing time for the multiple 
sectoring algorithm is clear. The algorithm designs N networks wh2re N 
is the number of locations in the network. For the medium network, 
this algbrithm produced 25 different network designs. The difference 
in the processing time for the Esau-Williams SAHC algorithm is not as 
intuitive. The way the algorithm is coded may provide one reason: 
Where the other algorithms us~ distances wh.i·ch ~re calculated prior to 
entering the algorithm~ Esau-Williams us~s savings which are calcul.ated 
within ·the algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
6.1 Future Software Enhancements 
.. 
With the ever increasing competition between common carriers in the 
telecommunication industry, it may become necessary for companies to 
investigate dial-up and leased line services offered by such common 
carriers as MCI, GTE Sprint, and ITT. With the cost of the services 
provided by these carriers in the design system, cost comparison can be 
done on various design activities. 
Formulation of a database to contai·n AT&T loc~l channel cost by LATA 
) 
would provide the means of producing more. exact design costs. It may 
be beyond the scope of a personal computer to create and maintain such 
a database. However, it may be feasible to create and maintain a 
s.ubset of costs which would provide a better approximation. 
An algorithm may be developed to automate breakeven analysis during the 
network design stage. The result would be a network design including 
both leased multipoint circuits and dial-up connections to reduce the 
network cost. 
·Jt,., . 
Besides the· algorithms for multipoint centralized design, algorithms 
for sel~cting concentrator locations can also be included in the 
network design phase. 
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6.2 Future Algorithm Comparisons 
'Based on the results of this study, it is clear that the Esau-Williams 
SAHC algorithm, the Sharma & El-Bardai RCMST algorithm, and the 
modified RCMST algorithm perform well on smaller network sizes. Larger 
network test cases (100 to 300 location networks) can be developed to 
see if the same relationshlps hold true. 
The Sharma & El-Bardai multiple sectoring algorithm produced good 
quality network designs at the expense of processing time. Instead of 
using every location as a starting location for a design, every Nth 
location (where N=2,3,4 etc.) may be investigated to select a ~umber 
which will provide the best results. This will dramatically reduce the 
processing time and may provide adequate results. 
Several branch and bound type alg.orithms can be tested against the 
Esau~Williams SAHC algorithm to determine if they provide any 
additional distance savings over the SAHC algorithm. If so, does the 
processing time required warrant the savings? Can· they successfully be 
used on a personal computer? 
Concentrato.r location algorithms can also be tested against the 
Esau-Williams SAHC algorithm to identify if cost savings exist with the 
introduction of concentrators into a multipoint network. How do the 
concentrator location algorithms compare with each other? Can they. be 
used on a personal computer? 
• 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the initial objectives of this study, several conclusions can 
be made with regards to performing network design activities on a 
personal computer, using NIAL as the high level language for the design 
system, and the effectivenes~ of heurtstic algorithms for the design 
process. 
The personal computer design system has shown that multipoint network 
design activities can be accompltshed ~uccessfully using a personal 
computer. It is currently used· by the author for the activities it was 
written for. The system is an excellent tool to perform the repetitive 
"what if" analysis questions frequently need·ed to design and modify 
communication networks. 
PC/NIAL was found to be an effective tool for the development of the 
design system. Its many valuable characteristics aided in the 
development in the network design algorithms. NIAL'S unique user 
defined operations and array handling capabilities were an asset to the 
( needs of the network design activiti~s. 
I 
·11 
However, being a beta test version it was not without it 1 s problems. 
One problem frequently encountered was that of the workspace size. 
Since the network design system was written for use on a personal 
computer more emphasis was placed on speed rather than consumption of 
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memory. Many times, sections of code were forced to be rewritten 
because of the workspace limit. 
l 
There are several conclusions to be made as a result of the algorithm 
study. Each heuristic algorithm involved in the study produced valid 
network designs on the test cases. With the exception of the multiple 
sectoring algorithm, each algorithm performed these designs in a 
reasonable amou~t of time. 
The Esau-Williams SAHC algorithm, the Sharma & El-Bard-ai RCMST 
algortihm, and the modified RCMST algorithms consistently produced 
shorter distance networks. Each of these algorithms begin the design 
process at locatlons far from the center and design the network moving 
) 
inward towards the center. 
The Esau-Williams SAHC algorithm produced the least distance network 
designs on all the network sizes. Although the processing time of this 
algorithm was greater, it was not high enough to discourage its use . 
.. 
The study confirmed that the mu·ltipotnt s:trategy selected for a design 
will impact the resulting network cost. This ts proven by the large 
network with a multipoint strategy of 6 locations per circuit producing 
a lower distance design than the medium network with a 2 to 3 locations 
per circuit. 
.,- ..... ~ 
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